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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based in the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim [in the 

spiritual world]: 

 

True Father: "I don't look at you from the standpoint of success or failure of your task, but centered on 

your motivation of heart. It is important whether your motivation is self centred or God-centred. When 

your standard of heart is the same as God's, all problems will be solved." [1] 

 

In whatever we do, the most important thing is having the right heart. Our heart needs to be God-centered. 

It needs to be in line with God's way of thinking, in line with God's desire, in line with God's dream and 

vision. God is interested in why we do things, not so much in what and how we do them. Our motivation 

of heart is what gives value to what we do. With the right heart we can make a big difference in this 

world, even if for some periods of time our external results may be not so great: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "If you don't have the right heart first, all the organization in the world won't make any 



 

 

difference. The heart is the most important thing, the heart. What is your heart? What is the content of 

your heart? What is the level and depth of your heart? What is the level and depth of embracing people 

and feeling responsible?" [2] 

 

God wants us to feel responsible to bring about what He desires. And that is the ideal world, the Kingdom 

of God. Our motivation should be to advance God's ideal. the world of peace and love. That is in line with 

what Jesus said: "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God!" Jesus certainly was seeking the Kingdom of God 

first, and so did and do True Parents. And they want us to be very much in line with their heart and 

motivation: 

 

True Mother: "You were determined to love and respect True Parents throughout their lives, but were you 

also determined to achieve their dreams?" [3] 

 

We need to nurture our heart, so that God's and True Parents' dream becomes our own dream. We need to 

develop a heart that yearns for God's providence to be victorious. Then we are not only revolutionizing 

ourselves, but the whole world, because God can use us in great ways. We all can do this. 

 

Love from Bruno 

 

 

1. Blessed Family and the ideal Kingdom, Vol I, Pg. 141: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/Bfik1-

97/Bfik1-97-22.pdf 

 

2. The victory of love. www.tparents.org/library/unification/books/vol/VOL39.htm 

 

3. True Mother, 1.10.14: www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/HakJaHanMoon-14/HakJaHan-141001.pdf 
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